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Abstract: Deviating temperature conditions during distribution processes reduce the quality of food and 12 
significantly contribute to global food losses. The effect of careless handling and inadequate processing only 13 
become visible much later in the cool chain, making it difficult to quantify the contribution of individual 14 
processes. Their contribution can be better evaluated by the caused reduction of food quality than by the total 15 
food loss. Biological models predict the decrease of shelf-life by the product’s temperature history.  16 

Actions should be taken to reduce food losses, first, by identifying problematic processes with temperature 17 
logger studies. Remote monitoring enables to immediately detect and mitigate cooling problems. Finally, 18 
intelligent stock rotation can compensate variations in shelf-life. The required time for following processes is 19 
matched with the calculated remaining shelf-life for each product batch. 20 

The identification and mitigation of cooling problems is illustrated by maritime transportation of bananas in 21 
refrigerated containers. 22 
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1 Introduction  33 
Food losses and waste (FLW) occur at several points in the supply chain from farm to fork. A typical food supply 34 
chain often encompasses more than 10 steps (Fig. 1) and multiple independent operators, such as producer, 35 
local trucking company, owner of reefer container, shipping and air cargo contractors, import company and 36 
retailer. Due to the complexity of the chain, it is difficult to quantify the food losses caused by a specific 37 
operator. Furthermore, the effect of incorrect handling of food only becomes visible at subsequent steps.  38 
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Fig. 1. Typical supply chain for food, using bananas as an example. Items in parentheses do not apply to bananas. 39 

For example, even if a 1-litre milk carton is transported at the wrong temperature, it may still look perfect from 40 
the outside. Any quality problems only appear when the consumer opens the package. Ultimately, the 41 
consumer might be blamed for having too-high quality expectations, if she/he discards the product before the 42 
printed best-before date, although the actual problem originated much earlier in the supply chain. The same 43 
applies to many fruits. An apple or pear can retain a good external appearance, but physiological processes 44 
have been accelerated in a way that the fruit will decay long before the expected end of shelf-life.  45 

In this article, we focus on losses and problems arising in the cool chain, and thereby exclude harvest and 46 
production steps and customer handling. Most quality problems are related to interruptions of the cool chain 47 
or insufficient cooling. Based on our experience and, according to other published studies, temperature 48 
deviations are present in any mode of transportation. The cause and magnitude of typical temperature 49 
problems vary between ocean, ground, and air transportation. 50 

The share of bulk shipments in the cargo hold of reefer ships is decreasing. Nowadays, refrigerated containers 51 
are predominant in cooled ocean transportation. Air ducts in the floor deliver an even distribution of cooling air 52 
and a defined path for the return air under the ceiling, thus providing good temperature control (Wild, 2005). 53 
Compared to other modes, ocean transportation entails the longest journey time of typically two weeks on 54 
routes from Central America to Europe and at least double that time on Australian routes. Even small 55 
temperature variations over this period can have a harmful effect on food quality. Special container-related 56 
problems include blocking air gaps between pallets or boxes by careless stowage and older containers with 57 
poor thermal isolation and insufficient ventilation compared to modern units (Jedermann et al., 2014b). The 58 
green- or shelf-life of bananas and other fruits can be extended using controlled atmosphere (CA) technologies. 59 
Replacing oxygen with nitrogen slows biological processes. In contrast to other transportation modes, CA is 60 
available in most reefer vessels and in specially equipped reefer containers. 61 

Refrigerated trucks generally supply cooling air through a set of hoses mounted under the ceiling without 62 
providing a defined path for the return air resulting in higher temperature variations (section 3.1). More 63 
severely, some trucks have no cooling at all, especially in developing countries. According to Timmermans et al. 64 
(2014), ‘it is not uncommon to find highly perishable produce being transported in open, unrefrigerated trucks’. 65 
On other occasions, the driver switches off the unit to save fuel and sell it on the black market, although this is 66 
seldom detected. Furthermore, the ordered quantities are often insufficient to make up a full truckload. 67 
Different items with different temperature requirements are often mixed. 68 

Temperature control during air transportation entails only heating to avoid freezing the cargo compartment 69 
but mostly with no active cooling. Aviation companies only guarantee fast delivery but not a certain 70 
temperature. As a pilot said, ‘An airplane is not a refrigerator’. Competing temperature requirements, e.g. for 71 
live animals or pets in combined passenger-cargo planes, prevent optimal temperatures for fresh products. For 72 
high-value goods, such as pharmaceuticals, standard aircraft containers, so-called Unit Load Devices (ULD), can 73 
be equipped with a cooling system. The Swedish company Envirotainer offers ULD with passive dry ice or active 74 
compressor cooling (Baxter et al., 2015). Due to the higher costs and problems with replenishing dry ice and 75 
batteries in remote airports, they have only a limited market share. 76 

Transhipment processes are most critical in terms of cool chain ruptures, including links between transport and 77 
storage facilities and transitions between different transport modes. Pallets wait at the loading platform or on 78 
the airfield without cooling (Timmermans et al., 2014). Peak temperatures can go beyond 40°C, e.g. for highly 79 
perishable exotic fruits waiting for flight dispatch in Sub-Saharan countries. Cool chain ruptures happen in 80 
developed countries as well. For instance, during interviews conducted by Jevinger et al. (2014), Swedish food 81 
chain operators confirmed that products wait too long without cooling on the loading platform during lunch 82 
break. Goedhals-Gerber et al. (2017) described a typical problem for the transition between modes. During 83 
harbour handling of reefer containers in Cape Town, the electric supply was disconnected for several hours. 84 
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Further FLW and quality losses are caused by mechanical damage that is mainly related to developing 85 
countries since vibrations are caused by ‘the poor state of roads, especially in rural areas where most of the 86 
production occurs’ (Timmermans et al., 2014). The ‘naked’ fruits are often stuffed without packing on trucks, 87 
leading to compression damage. Loading and unloading are done by casual labourers, who handle products 88 
roughly (Timmermans et al., 2014). 89 

Other causes for FLW (section 3.2) include inadequate packing, blocking the airflow. Condensed moisture on 90 
packing films and poor hygienic conditions increase the growth of microorganisms. Lack of information flow 91 
(Huelsmann et al., 2011) leads to maladjusted set points of cooling equipment. Missing documents delay 92 
customs clearance and transhipment processes.  93 

1.1 The banana chain as an example 94 

In addition to the above literature reports on FLW and quality problems, we will illustrate this study using 95 
examples from our experiments during the trans-ocean transport of bananas. 96 

Bananas were harvested green and unripe in Central America. Due to a lack of technical facilities at the farm, 97 
the standard process does not entail pre-cooling. Instead, the packed and palletised bananas were directly 98 
stowed at ambient temperature in a reefer container. The container was transported by truck to the harbour, 99 
loaded to a vessel, shipped to Antwerp, and then trucked to a ripening facility in Germany. The bananas were 100 
first cooled on the vessel, which needs about 2 days until the transport temperature of approximately 15°C is 101 
reached. After transport in a ‘green’ state, the desired ‘ripe’ stage and yellowness were achieved by ethylene 102 
treatment in a ripening chamber.  103 

In one test, the driver of a third-party truck switched off the cooling unit for 6 hours during the transport from 104 
Antwerp to Germany, to sleep better at night. At arrival, the driver denied any cooling problems since the 105 
current supply and return air temperature were both in the recommended range, but our remote temperature 106 
monitoring system could prove otherwise. 107 

1.2 Percentage quality loss instead of total losses  108 

Quantifying the food losses along the cool chain is challenging, data is scarce and comparing different studies 109 
leads to contradicting results (section 2), especially if losses should be assigned to specific steps in the cool 110 
chain. Another approach is to quantify the percentage of quality loss instead of the percentage of total FLW per 111 
step, which leads to the question of how food quality can be quantified. The most generic tactic relies on the 112 
concept of shelf-life, providing the remaining number of days that the product can be displayed on the retail 113 
shelf until the customer would most likely reject it (Corradini et al., 2018), (Tijskens et al. 1996). For other 114 
products that entail health risks not visible externally, the shelf-life is determined as the time remaining before 115 
the expected growth of pathogens exceeds a safety threshold.  116 

Reports concerning temperature include not only small offsets over long periods but also peaks of several 117 
degrees Celsius lasting for a few hours (section 3). Predictive biological, or so-called, shelf-life models, allow 118 
relating different types of temperature abuse to a degree of quality loss. Taking the products temperature 119 
history as input, these methods estimate the remaining shelf-life days, and how the shelf-lives are reduced by 120 
certain amounts of temperature deviation (section 4).  121 

Applying such models confirms that even if the product is not directly lost, the shelf-life can be significantly 122 
reduced. Thus, there is an increased risk that the product does not arrive at the customer in an acceptable 123 
quality state.  124 

1.3 Action should be taken to minimise losses 125 

In the face of an increasing world population and the limitation of our planet’s resources, any avoidable 126 
sources of FLW are not acceptable, and measures should be taken to minimise such phenomena: 127 
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 The first and most important action is the identification of critical steps in the cool chain, by 128 
temperature data logger studies (section 5). This approach requires only limited additional electronic 129 
hardware, namely, a set of data loggers to monitor temperature variations at different locations in the 130 
cargo hold, during repeated test trips.  131 

 As a second action, the monitoring of all actual transports is technically more demanding. Monitoring 132 
can be fully real-time, with direct access to product temperatures over satellite or mobile networks, or, 133 
at the least, the temperature history should be read out after each step in the logistic chain (section 6).  134 

 Based on such a temperature monitoring system and a product-specific shelf-life model, the third 135 
action can be applied. Variations in the shelf-life of batches of the same product can be compensated 136 
for, by intelligent stock rotation. Products with a low shelf-life are send to nearby shops for immediate 137 
sale (section 6). However, not all products are suitable for this action, due to the costs of monitoring 138 
temperature at the product batch or pallet level, the effort needed to identify parameters for a specific 139 
shelf-life model and the limited freedom in re-assigning deliveries. Nevertheless, studies of various 140 
products have shown that between 8% and 14% of food losses can be avoided by such first-expires-141 
first-out (FEFO) warehouse management (Jedermann et al., 2014a).  142 

2 Transport losses as part of the problem 143 

Transport losses by deviating temperatures are a serious issue, but only part of the problem. Overproduction, 144 
especially in developed countries, largely contributes to FLW. As a result, 7% of planted fields in the USA are 145 
not harvested each year (Gunders, 2012). Parfitt et al. (2010) wrote that food manufacturers would often 146 
overproduce, to avoid being “de-listed”, lest additional quantities are required at short notice. High-losses 147 
attributable to overproduction also occur in bakery products. Shelves are kept full until shop closure because 148 
‘customers anticipate full shelves’ (Raak et al., 2017). The current overproduction also leads to a lack of 149 
motivation to improve processes: losses at the end of the chain mean more turn-over for the preceding 150 
partners and, ‘the more food consumers waste, the more those in the food industry are able to sell’ (Gunders 151 
2012). 152 

Adverse conditions are often willingly accepted when displaying fruits and vegetables for retail. For instance, 153 
Pelletier et al. (2011) states that ‘It is also a common commercial practice to display strawberries in non-154 
refrigerated displays to stimulate an impulsive purchase, as the intensity of the aroma released by the fruit 155 
increases when exposed to ambient temperature’. The same scenario is also common for asparagus.  156 

Occasionally, the preceding cool chain operators cannot be trusted to have complied with the recommended 157 
temperatures, and the wholesaler wants to prevent complaints by subsequent customers, so the best-before 158 
date is reduced (Jevinger et al., 2014).  159 

In the light of various problems leading to FLW, and the differences between developed and developing 160 
countries, it is hard to quantify the total amount of losses per product. It is even more difficult to deduce the 161 
share for the transport process. Since general statistical data are not available for evaluating the contribution 162 
of transport processes to total food losses, we suggest starting with a detailed analysis of the causes of 163 
transport losses. The deviation from recommended transport conditions should then be converted to a 164 
percentage of food quality loss, in the second step.   165 

2.1 The amount of food losses and waste in general 166 

There is a lack of data about the exact amount of FLW. The final report of the European-funded “Food use for 167 
social innovation by optimising waste prevention strategies (FUSIONS)” project (2012–2016) identified ‘gaps 168 
and lack of sufficient, high-quality data to measure food waste across EU28’ (Vittuari et al., 2016).  169 
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A report by High-Level Panel of Experts on Food Security and Nutrition (HLPE) established by the United 170 
Nations Committee on Food Security (Timmermans et al., 2014) confirmed that ‘accurate estimates are not 171 
available’. 172 

An often-quoted estimation is that “roughly one-third of food produced for human consumption is lost or 173 
wasted globally” (Gustavsson et al. et al., 2011). Most papers on improvements in the food chain start with 174 
estimated values for the typical amount of losses. Back-tracking of citations reveals that almost all data were 175 
retrieved from FAOSTAT data published by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations, 176 
as in the following examples: 177 

 Gunders (2012) quotes that 52% of fruits and vegetables are lost in average for USA, Canada, Australia 178 
and New Zealand, with the amount of losses related to distribution and retail amounting to 12% for 179 
North America.  180 

 Sibomana et al. (2016) cited a similar figure for the South Africa tomato supply chain with 10.2% loss of 181 
total production, but a much lower figure for developed countries such as Italy, Spain and Mexico with 182 
4% losses in the supply chain.  183 

 Defraeye et al. (2016) wrote that the losses for fruits and vegetables are between 13% and 38%, 184 
depending on the country.  185 

 Mahajan et al. (2017) note significant higher losses during distribution for developing countries with 186 
warm and humid climate.  187 

Xue et al. (2017) examined 202 publications reporting FLW data. Over half of these publications was based on 188 
secondary sources, mainly data derived from literature. Only 20% was based on first-hand data. Mostly, FLW is 189 
evaluated at retailer and consumer level, with only fewer studies on the preliminary steps. Problems such as 190 
the predominant focus on industrial countries, the use of outdated data and inconsistent methods hinder a 191 
concise evaluation of global FLW.   192 

On behalf of the European Commission, the Bio Intelligence Service (BIOIS) examined the losses at all stages of 193 
the food chain for each of the former EU27 member states, but did not differentiate product groups (Monier et 194 
al., 2010). By using EUROSTAT data from 2006, various national surveys and extrapolations by BIOIS, it was 195 
indicated that the retail and wholesale accounted for 5% of the total FLW or about 4.4 Mt/year (Monier et al., 196 
2010). However, the study method was later criticised by Bräutigam et al. (2014): for example, data gaps for 197 
some countries were filled with the average data of neighbouring countries displaying similar economies. 198 
Moreover, when the values were recalculated for each country based on FAOSTAT data, differences of three-199 
fold were observed for some countries, which could not be explained by different definitions, e.g., the BIOIS 200 
study counts inedible parts of animals, such as bones, among food waste.  201 

A study from Switzerland (Beretta et al., 2013) indicates 48% of total edible calories generated for Swiss 202 
consumption is lost across the food chain from production to consumer. However, detailed data on the losses 203 
related to transportation are not given, and Switzerland’s domestic food supply chain entails rather short 204 
transport distances, with only a minor contribution to total losses.  205 

2.2 The lack of data concerning transport losses  206 

For the cool chain between production and the retail outlet, which is the focus of our paper, there are hardly 207 
any data. Even if the total or average food losses are known, it is difficult to assign losses to a certain step in 208 
the food chain. ‘Food losses and waste happening at one stage of the food chain can have their cause at 209 
another stage’ (Timmermans et al., 2014), as already illustrated by the examples of milk, apples and pears 210 
above. Also, as Nunes et al. (2014) wrote: ‘Early decay indicators and advanced shelf-life loss, due to 211 
temperature abuse, is generally not visible from the outside’. In other words, the origin of the defect is not in 212 
the same stage as the waste itself (Raak et al., 2017).  213 
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The attempt to retrieve data about transport losses by direct queries to cool chain operators also brought only 214 
vague figures. Companies do not like to divulge their losses, and thus, confirm quality problems. Even after 6 215 
years of cooperation with a large banana importer, we received only rough figures about losses, which 216 
indicated a low single-digit percentage of bananas are lost during the transport from the farm in Central 217 
America to the warehouse in Antwerp if all components of the cool chain are under full control of the company 218 
itself. However, if third-party vessels and reefer containers are used, the losses increase significantly. The use 219 
of third-party logistics is often unavoidable in order to react to fast-changing demands on the European fruit 220 
market.  221 

Queries to representatives at a German conference of insurance companies (Gesamtverband der Deutschen 222 
Versicherungswirtschaft, 2011) only revealed anecdotic evidence of transport losses, but no average data. The 223 
companies fear that published data on food losses would enable their customers to re-calculate their insurance 224 
tariffs.  225 

2.3 Causes for transport losses besides temperature  226 

Multiple factors can lead to quality losses during transportation, such as vibrations, infection and growth of 227 
microorganisms, as well as wrong temperature and atmosphere conditions (Raak et al., 2017).  228 

Mechanical damage is mainly related to developing countries (Timmermans et al., 2014). Further damage is 229 
done by careless packing.  230 

The shelf-life of several fruits can be extended by applying a certain modified or controlled atmosphere. For 231 
example, an automated air-flap control increased the carbon dioxide (CO2) content in ocean containers by self-232 
respiration of bananas to 5% and thereby extended their green-life (Jedermann et al., 2014b). Additionally, the 233 
start of an unwanted ripening process can be delayed by controlled atmosphere. The oxygen (O2) 234 
concentration is reduced to 2–5% (Wild, 2005) by replacing ambient air with nitrogen (N2). The humidity should 235 
be above 80% to avoid moisture loss, but below 95% to prevent fungi growth. 236 

Further non-temperature related problems in the supply chain can be found in the already-mentioned HLPE 237 
report, with a particular focus on developing countries (Timmermans et al., 2014).  238 

Food losses are often caused by a combination of different factors: the skin of a fruit is damaged by careless 239 
packing; microorganisms intrude into the fruit due to poor hygiene conditions; inadequate packing, in 240 
combination with temperature fluctuation, lead to water condensation on the fruit, thereby accelerating 241 
bacterial and fungal growth (Linke et al., 2013). Temperature deviations also influence respiration of the 242 
produces. Consequently O2- and CO2-concentration in MA packages changes and may lead to physiological 243 
damages, e.g. fermentation reactions as tissue browning and off odours (Tano et al., 2007). 244 

2.4 Cool chain ruptures 245 

In addition to the above-listed causes, most losses are related to temperature abuse. The speed of decay 246 
processes, such as bacterial growth, and microbiological and chemical reactions increase exponentially with the 247 
temperature (Nunes et al., 2014). Physical reactions such as moisture loss by evaporation, are also enhanced 248 
by temperature. 249 

Besides ruptures in the commercial supply chain and during display in the retail outlet, severe cool chain breaks 250 
occur at the consumer side during transport home in a hot car and too high temperature in the domestic fridge 251 
(Derens-Bertheau 2015). 252 

Cool chain ruptures are a common problem in the food chain. A literature survey by Huelsmann et al. (2011) 253 
identified more than 100 reports related to problems during storage (e.g., wrong temperature management) 254 
and transport by ship (e.g., a reefer container requires 2 weeks to reach the temperature set-point), air (e.g., 255 
high temperature variation during flight operations) and on the ground (e.g., blocking of the airflow by wrong 256 
pallet positioning). 257 
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Gwanpua et al. (2015) stated that for developing countries, the ‘most important cause of postharvest losses is 258 
non-optimal temperature control in the cold chain’. Cooling is often interrupted because of the absence of a 259 
reliable electricity source (Mercier et al., 2017). 260 

Cool chain ruptures, especially at transhipment points, happen in developed countries, as well (Jeveinger et al. 261 
2014). Nunes et al. (2014) mentioned insufficient workforce during peak season leading to deviations from 262 
recommended processes, e.g., too short pre-cooling because of lacking capacity, prolonged storage without 263 
cooling, and generally less care.  264 

3 The omnipresence of temperature deviations  265 

From various experiments in delivery trucks and reefer containers, we found that ‘Wherever you measure 266 
temperature, you find deviations’. At least for parts of the food products, the temperature inside the packing 267 
was higher than the recommended value. Although this might not be true for every cool chain, this tendency is 268 
confirmed by various publications. Ndraha et al. (2018) lists in a review paper 17 studies about temperature 269 
abuse in the food chain, in which only one of the studies confirm good temperature management. They 270 
conclude that ‘Most of the reviewed studies show that temperature abuses occur at all stages in the cold chain, 271 
and are not confined to any particular type of food product’. The general presence of temperature deviations is 272 
also not confined to developing countries. The listed studies were all undertaken in Europe and North America. 273 

Another recent review paper by Mercier et al. (2017) mentioned several studies reporting temperature 274 
variations with offsets between 2 and 10°C. Further experimental studies can be found, for example, in 275 
Defraeye et al. (2016), Goedhals-Gerber et al. (2017) and Jiménez-Ariza et al. (2015). 276 

A direct comparison of the degree of temperature abuse from different studies is hardly feasible. One reason is 277 
the different experimental set-up, including variations in the type of transportation, goods, packing and 278 
stowage schemes, the age of equipment and the general quality of cool chain operation. Factors like the probe 279 
point locations and methods applied to evaluate temperature deviations, hinder a structured analysis of the 280 
typical extent of temperature abuse. 281 

3.1 Method of air supply 282 

The transportation modes vary in the way cold air is supplied. The floor of the reefer container usually consists 283 
of parallel T-bars with ducts in-between to distribute the cold air. The cooling unit is mounted to the side 284 
opposite the door. The return air flows back to the unit through a 10–40 cm horizontal gap above the goods, to 285 
an outlet grid under the ceiling (Fig. 2). Typically, 20 pallets can be stowed in a 40-feet container. Gaps 286 
between the pallets cannot be avoided because their length and width do not perfectly match the internal 287 
dimensions of the container.  288 

 289 

Fig. 2. Schematic air flow inside reefer container with palletized bananas. Zones that are still above 18°C at 24 hours after 290 
start of cooling are colour marked. The temperatures were calculated according to a two-dimensional air flow simulation. 291 
See Jedermann et al. (2017a) for details. Deviations from the actual measured temperatures were caused by the simplified 292 
simulation model. Colour legend for temperatures in °C. 293 

 294 

In trucks, the cold air is supplied through an outlet below the ceiling. Pipes under the ceiling are often used to 295 
improve the distribution of the cold air over the length of the cargo hold. Due to the lack of a structured flow of 296 
return air, temperature variations are usually higher in trucks than in containers.  297 

A further type of airflow management is mostly used for pre-cooling of fruits. Instead of vertical airflow, the 298 
cool air is horizontally extracted through the pallets by forced air-cooling, making use of vent holes on the side 299 
of the boxes. 300 
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The temperature distribution also depends on the quantity of loaded goods. A partly-filled truck or container 301 
has less structured airflow and higher temperature variations than its fully-loaded counterpart. The worst 302 
scenario are trucks with open shelves, to deliver mixed products over the last mile to end-customers. We 303 
measured variations of air temperature from -30.4 to -22.4°C, at various locations in the deep freezer 304 
compartment (Jedermann et al., 2009).  305 

3.2 Probe locations 306 

It is mandatory for the cooling unit to record the supply and return air temperatures. The records are used to 307 
settle legal claims about inadequate cooling. Up-to-date units provide a remote readout of the recorded data 308 
(section 6). Albeit only incomplete information can be concluded from the time–temperature curves. A 309 
discrepancy between the return and supply temperatures shows that heat is extracted from the goods in the 310 
cargo hold. A diminishing difference indicates that the cooling process has completed, but this can also be 311 
misleading: an air circulation short-circuit also creates a low difference, although cooling efficiency is largely 312 
reduced.  313 

An insufficient flow at the side opposite to the cooling unit can be detected by an additional sensor at the door 314 
side. But not all types of deficient air distribution can be detected by such a sensor. A foam block is often used 315 
in reefer containers to avoid excessive air passing through the free space behind the door. If the air block is 316 
mistakenly not installed, the door sensor indicates good cooling, although insufficient air passes through the 317 
cargo. 318 

The effects of temperature abuse can only be evaluated if the product temperature is known. Fig. 3 319 
exemplifies, by data from a trans-ocean banana transport, that there is no direct relation between supply, 320 
return and actual product temperature. Optimal sensor locations are, therefore, placed directly in the centre of 321 
the product packing.  322 

In daily operation, the opening of packings is not normally allowed, so sensors are often placed on the surface 323 
of product boxes or pallets. Surface sensors react quickly to temperature changes. As Fig. 3 illustrates, three 324 
power interruptions of between 0.5 and 3.6 hours triggered large peaks in the supply, return and surface 325 
sensor data. The product core temperature was still decreasing despite the comparatively higher air 326 
temperature. Only the decrease in the temperature slope was markedly slowed.   327 

Some authors recommend calculating the core temperature by mathematical modelling, e.g. Nunes et al. 328 
(2014). This method entails larger tolerances, due to variations in thermal conductivity of the packed product, 329 
uncertainties of the initial core temperature and varying temperatures at the other sides of the box, which can 330 
only be measured by increasing the number of sensors.  331 

 332 

Fig. 3. Temperature records from a test transport of bananas in 2012 for the first 5 days. Reefer container with one-year-333 
old Thermo King Magnum Plus® cooling unit (Ingersoll Rand., Belgium). Supply/Return air, warmest and coldest box centre 334 
in one layer 1.5 m above the floor, and a sensor located in the box corner adjunct to the coldest position. Dotted lines 335 
illustrate the calculation of initial cooling speed, CT. 336 

3.3 Average temperature offset 337 

The most obvious way to compare the performance of separate cool chains is to calculate the average 338 
measured offset relative to either the set-point or recommended temperature. Jiménez-Ariza et al. (2015) 339 
monitored temperature deviations in a trans-ocean transport of blueberries in a reefer container with sensors 340 
placed in the centre of pallets at different heights. An average offset of +0.54°C was found, indicating a rather 341 
good performance of this mode of transportation. 342 

High offsets are generally found if the cooling unit has to compensate not only for thermal energy penetrating 343 
the walls but also for the heat created by respiration of fruits or vegetables, triggering differences between the 344 
temperature inside the packing and that of the outside cooling air. Bananas produce about 30 W/t heat at 13°C 345 
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during their green-life. If uncontrolled ripening starts during transportation, the heat production increases up 346 
to 300 W/t by the conversion from starch to sugar (Jedermann et al., 2014b). We measured average 347 
temperature offsets between 2.5 and 4.9°C above the set-point of 13.9°C for ocean transports over 2 weeks in 348 
reefer containers aged between 2 and 12 years. The highest average offset was related to the oldest container. 349 
Even after 2 weeks of cooling, the temperature was still 2.2°C too high, for the warmest box. 350 

Respiration activity can even lead to a temperature increase. In pallets of strawberries at an initial temperature 351 
of 1.5°C, Pelletier et al. (2011) observed a 4.5°C temperature increase during truck transportation over 5 days. 352 
The final temperature of 6°C was far above the set-point of 1.1°C. Wrapping of the pallets with foil to create a 353 
modified atmosphere prevented sufficient airflow through the pallets.  354 

3.4 Temperature out of range and power interruptions 355 

Some authors evaluate the cool chain performance by the share of transports, which violate the recommended 356 
temperature range. Ndraha et al. (2018) describe several studies, in which 13.6 –58% of the temperatures 357 
overstep the recommended value for the cool chain of fish, meat, bagged salad and ready-to-eat food 358 
products.  359 

Another indicator for cool chain problems is the duration of power interruptions. Goedhals-Gerber et al. (2017) 360 
found the goal to reconnect reefer containers to power supply after arrival at the Cape Town Container 361 
Terminal within 40 minutes was hardly reached. The average duration of power interruptions was 1 hour 52 362 
minutes. For 15% of the containers, the outages lasted for more than 3 hours. During the complete harbour 363 
operation, 22% of the containers never arrived at the recommended 2°C.  364 

While these studies indicate problems in the cool chain, they are less helpful in evaluating the amount of 365 
related quality loss. Without information about magnitude, duration and location of temperature peaks, the 366 
shelf-life cannot be calculated, and the effect of temperature abuse might be overestimated: 367 

For four out of eight test transports with cod fish, Göransson et al. (2018) noticed the temperature inside 368 
packed pallets was above the maximum storage temperature of 4°C for extended periods. The authors 369 
mentioned that the wholesale would probably not have accepted the products if the full temperature history 370 
had been disclosed. A calculation of shelf-life showed that the quality loss was less severe than anticipated: the 371 
products only lost a maximum of 0.2 days of shelf-life compared to a fictive reference product held at a 372 
constant 4°C throughout the transport duration. Nevertheless, the product should be relabelled, to avoid 373 
health risks because the initially expected shelf-life is not reached.  374 

Short temperature peaks are often caused by automated de-frosting cycles of the cooling unit, with high values 375 
measured under the ceiling. Ventilation is switched off during defrosting. The effect of such peaks hardly 376 
penetrates the packed products. Further temperature peaks are caused by door openings, and these effects 377 
might also be overestimated if only surface measurements are considered.  378 

3.5 Cool-down time 379 

Fruits are usually harvested at high ambient temperatures above 20°C and need to be cooled down to their 380 
recommended temperature between 0 and 14°C. For sensitive fruits, such as strawberries, fast pre-cooling is 381 
recommended (Pelletier et al., 2011). Other fruits, such as bananas, are usually packed, palletised and stowed 382 
“warm” in a reefer container, partly because of the lack of technical infrastructure at remote farms. This so-383 
called “ambient loading” was also tested for citrus fruits by Defraeye et al. (2016), who used the 7/8ths cooling 384 
time, C7/8, to evaluate and compare the performance of the cooling process. This method gives the time that is 385 
necessary until the difference between the product temperature and set-point is reduced to 1/8th of its initial 386 
value. Although this definition allows comparing different cool chains and processes, e.g. pre-cooling versus 387 
ambient loading, it creates problems for products with a high respiration activity and persistent temperature 388 
offset above the 1/8th threshold.  389 
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In this case, we recommend using the initial cooling speed, CT, to compare different cooling scenarios. CT is 390 
defined as duration after which the product temperature would arrive at the set-point if cooling would 391 
continue at its initial speed, measured in °C/hour. If an exponential decline of temperature is assumed, CT is 392 
equal to the time constant of a first-order process, and C7/8 can be converted to CT by a constant factor: 393 

𝐶𝑇 = 0.4809 ∙ 𝐶7 8⁄  (1) 

 394 
The above definition of CT allows comparing the cooling of different products, even if their cooling curve does 395 
not follow a single exponential function. Bananas require at least two exponential functions to include their 396 
high respiration activity (Jedermann et al., 2014b). The computed CT for a typical transport of bananas was 397 
between 26 and 104 hours, according to the temperature curves in Fig. 3 for boxes in the sixth of eight layers, 398 
counted from the floor. The calculation of CT also helps to assess the difference between sensors in the box 399 
centre and on the inside of the cardboard box. A surface sensor located in the warmest box cooled down about 400 
ten-fold faster than the centre, with 9 versus 104 hours.  401 

Defraeye et al. (2016) reported C7/8 between 2.5 and 3 days maximum for boxes of oranges in the top layer of 402 
pallets stowed in a reefer container according to the standard scheme, equivalent to CT between 28.9 and 34.6 403 
hours.  404 

The cooling of bananas was up to three-fold slower than for oranges, despite the similar amount of fruits 405 
stowed in the container and up-to-date equipment used in both cases. The divergence is most likely caused by 406 
the packing of bananas. Bananas are wrapped into a foil liner inside each carton box, to avoid moisture loss.  407 

Pre-cooling by forced air-cooling devices achieves rapid heat removal. Ambaw et al. (2017) measured C7/8 408 
values of 2.5 and 3.5 hours, or CT between 1.2 and 1.7 hours, respectively, for pomegranates in various packing 409 
types. If the fruits were wrapped in plastic liners, CT increased by a factor of about 3, to between 3.8 and 4.6 410 
hours.  411 

3.6 Temperature heterogeneity 412 

In addition to global temperature offsets affecting the whole cargo hold, severe quality problems arise from 413 
local temperature variations, only influencing certain pallets or layers of boxes inside. A review by Mercier et 414 
al. (2017) revealed several examples of significant temperature heterogeneity inside single pallets. A similar 415 
heterogeneity was found by other reports and our measurements.  416 

Such heterogeneity can encompass temperature gradients, for example, in a vertical direction, or a somewhat 417 
erratic pattern. The local temperature-over-time function can differ in the cool-down time, or by a persistent 418 
offset, or by a mixture of both. 419 

For the vertical direction, the temperature heterogeneity in reefer containers showed a rather regular pattern. 420 
The lowest temperatures were recorded in the bottom layer, closest to the cooling air, supplied through ducts 421 
in the floor. Jiménez-Ariza et al. (2015) evidenced a vertical temperature increase of 1°C inside pallets with 422 
blueberries. During a test by Amador et al. (2009) with pineapples, the pulp temperature was close to the set-423 
point of 7.5°C for the bottom layer, whereas the middle and top layers were between 3 and 4°C warmer.  424 

In other cases, differences in the cool-down time are dominant, especially for ambient loading of fruits. Cooling 425 
of fruits is about two- or three-fold slower in the top layer than the bottom layer. The figures in Defraeye et al. 426 
(2016) show a typical C7/8 of 1 day for the bottom layer and 2.8 days for the top layer, in a container with 427 
oranges. An earlier test (Defraeye et al., 2015) showed a comparatively less regular pattern, with typically, 428 
double C7/8 values for the top layers.  429 

We found the slowest cooling in the sixth layer, during our tests with bananas. The eighth or top layer was 430 
additionally cooled by the return airflow above the pallets. The average CT was 24 hours for the bottom layer 431 
and 62 hours for the sixth layer, equivalent to 2.6-fold slower cooling.  432 
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The temperature distribution in the horizontal direction is hardly predictable. Relatively old containers often 433 
provide insufficient airflow to reach the last pallet at the door side. During our test in 2012, we modified the 434 
packing of the banana boxes, enabling enhanced airflow through the pallets and thereby increased pressure 435 
drop over the length of the container. The warmest pallet was found at the door end, as indicated in Fig. 3, 436 
although an up-to-date cooling unit was used. In other containers, we observed the contrary. A baffle plate 437 
above the air ducts was mounted over the cooling air outlet, to prevent pressure loss through the gap between 438 
the cooling unit wall and first pallet, but the effect was so strong that the airflow by-passed the first pallet, 439 
leading to a local temperature peak. In other tests, we found the highest temperatures somewhere in the 440 
middle of the container. The amount of horizontal variation typically increased with the age of the container, 441 
but even with new equipment, we found a horizontal variation of 1.5°C, for the average temperature over 2 442 
weeks of trans-ocean transportation of bananas (Jedermann et al., 2017b). Amador et al. (2009) recorded a 443 
2.1°C warmer rear end than the front end, during a container transport of pineapples.  444 

The cool-down time varied by a factor of 4 in our tests with bananas with CT between 26 and 104 hours. 445 
Defraeye et al. (2015) observed the same variation factor, noting that ‘there seems to be no logical pattern’. 446 
During the subsequent test with the improved airflow guidance, the variation was reduced to a factor of 447 
approximately 1.5, according to the provided bar graphs (Defraeye et al., 2016).  448 

Besides the general cooling problems mentioned above, the variations arise mainly from the uneven width of 449 
air gaps between the pallets. Neither the pallets nor the container possesses a perfect rectangular shape. The 450 
cargo hold of our test container was 4 cm wider at the half of its length than at the unit and door end due to 451 
deformations by harbour handling and stacking of containers. A typical pallet carries 1 ton of fruits in 452 
cardboard boxes, resulting in a bulgy shape with deformations of a few centimetres. Unpredictable gap widths 453 
endow an uneven air distribution and cooling of the pallets.  454 

Further irregularities in the local temperature distribution are impacted by variations in the initial loading 455 
temperature, respiration activity of the fruits in separate boxes and randomly blocked vent holes.  456 

Whereas a regular vertical gradient can be measured by only a few sensors, it is hardly possible to fully capture 457 
an erratic horizontal pattern, without placing a sensor in every pallet or box. At the least, the amount of 458 
horizontal variation can be measured by placing sensors in critical positions, e.g., at the door end.  459 

4 Shelf-life prediction 460 

The loss of food quality is a gradual process, often hidden to visual inspection until it is too late. A green 461 
banana is just a green banana, without any visual indicator for the remaining time span until uncontrolled 462 
ripening commences. Measuring biochemical properties of the food product along the cool chain is hardly 463 
feasible in daily operation  respectively not possible in a transport container on a vessel. The concept of shelf-464 
life prediction models provides a solution to estimate food quality changes, based on measurements of the 465 
environmental conditions, such as temperature.  466 

The end of the shelf-life is defined as the moment when the product’s quality falls below an acceptance 467 
threshold. Tijskens et al. (1996) defined shelf-life from a retailer’s perspective, as the number of days for which 468 
a perishable product can still be displayed on a retail shelf until an average consumer would reject to buy it. An 469 
alternate definition is based on the idea to replace fixed use-by or best-before dates with a dynamic shelf-life, 470 
i.e. the remaining time span during which the consumer is willing to accept the quality and to eat the product 471 
at home, or the time span until it is no longer safe to consume the product.  472 

The remaining shelf-life is related to a reference temperature, TRef, typically defined as the recommended or 473 
optimal storage temperature. If the product is stored under non-optimal conditions, the shelf-life must be 474 
corrected. The prediction of shelf-life allows comparing diverse cool chain conditions, for example, to decide 475 
which pallet is more likely to have a better quality—one that had already spent 3 weeks in the warehouse 476 
under ideal temperature conditions, or the one that was only 1 week old, but was transported a few degrees 477 
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too warm. The answer to this question depends largely on the type of product. Each product or even each fruit 478 
variety needs a specific model.  479 

4.1 Limiting attributes 480 

The first step in developing a shelf-life model is to define one or a set of limiting quality attributes:  481 

 On the one hand, the attributes can be based on consumer or retailer perception, either by a simple 482 
“like it” or “like it not” decision or by a detailed set of sensory attributes, such as colour, odour, 483 
firmness or texture. The model of Mack et al. (2014) for vacuum-packed meat considers the average 484 
evaluation of seven sensory attributes by a panel of trained testers.   485 

 On the other hand, the limited quality attributes can be defined according to a physical, chemical or 486 
biological analysis of the product, such as chlorophyll, sugar or vitamin C content, skin colour 487 
measurement by a spectrometer or pigment analyser, or measurement of firmness by a penetrometer. 488 
For meat and fish products, it is common to define the growth of a specific spoilage organism, as the 489 
critical attribute.  490 

The limiting quality can vary with the packing. After changing from unpacked to vacuum-packed lamb saddles, 491 
Mack et al. (2014) noticed it was no longer possible to relate quality losses to either a specific or total bacteria 492 
growth, and instead sensory attributes had to be used.  493 

Quality can also be defined in the context of the processing steps. For instance, the artificial ripening of 494 
bananas in specific chambers only produces a good and consistent quality of yellow bananas, if the bananas 495 
were completely green at the start of the process. The green-life of bananas is defined as the remaining time 496 
span until an uncontrolled ripening commences by physiological processes. The end of green-life is indicated by 497 
an increase of respiration intensity (Robinson et al., 2010), accompanied by the first visible colour transitions 498 
from green to yellow.  499 

4.2 Biological variance 500 

Food as a natural product is subject to variations. Consequently, shelf-life models are far from providing an 501 
exact prediction of the day and hours at which the product will perish. Green bananas, as an example, have a 502 
green-life of 48 days on average after harvest and storage at 13°C. In laboratory tests, we measured a variation 503 
of ±5 days, yet all fruits came from the same farm, were harvested the same day and taken from the same 504 
pallet.  505 

Further variation is caused by nutrition, weather conditions, growing season, leaf disease, age at harvest, 506 
adverse harvest conditions, transport conditions, such as exposure to ethylene and vibration, and partly 507 
unknown factors (Robinson et al., 2010). Models that are based on the growth of a specific spoilage organism 508 
suffer from a lack of knowledge of the initial bacterial load, which, in practice, varies by a factor of 10 and 509 
more.  510 

Such uncertainties must be considered in the cool chain and warehouse management. Safety margins must be 511 
assigned to best-before and use-by dates. Nonetheless, this biological variance does not hinder shelf-life 512 
prediction from being a very useful tool. Subsequent logistic processes can be prioritised, based on the 513 
likelihood of an early decay of a product batch (section 6).  514 

4.3 Basic shelf-life model 515 

The development of a concise shelf-life model demands several months of laboratory research. Nunes et al. 516 
(2014) recommend modelling multiple quality attributes. The first attribute to drop under the acceptance 517 
threshold depends on the temperature history. The complexity of the model increased even more, if other 518 
environmental factors, such as humidity and atmosphere, were considered. Such complex models are suitable 519 
for high-volume products, like meat or bananas and research purposes, but are too expensive to be 520 
investigated for each product type and variety.  521 
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For most products, it is suitable to start with a basic shelf-life model and refine the model later, during 522 
application. Even a basic model is better than no model. Information about the effects of temperature 523 
variations should not be ignored, even if it is only a rough estimation. 524 

The model proposed by Tijskens et al. (1996) for keeping-quality of fresh produce, calculates the loss of shelf-525 
life, L(T), per time unit as a function of temperature under the following assumptions: 526 

 Only the temperature histogram with the length of each temperature deviation is important, not the 527 
point in time when they occurred.  528 

 Fluctuating temperatures, T(t), over time, t, have no other effect than a constant temperature which is 529 
equal to the average of T(t), weighted by the function L(T).  530 

The effect of condensation caused by temperature fluctuations (Nunes et al., 2014) is neglected in simple 531 
models but should be considered in advanced studies.   532 

In the simplest form, f(T) is defined by the Q10 factor, which describes the extent to which chemical processes 533 
are accelerated by a temperature increase of 10°C, with typical values of 2 ≤ Q10 ≤ 3, for L(TRef) = 1. 534 

𝐿𝑄(𝑇) = 𝑄10
𝑇−𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑓
10°𝐶  (2) 

 535 

A comparatively more accurate estimation of the speed of chemical processes is given by the Arrhenius law 536 
(Eq. 3), for the reaction rate in comparison to TRef, where EA is the activation energy of the chemical reaction in 537 
J/mol, R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol∙K), and temperatures are in Kelvin. 538 

 539 

𝐿(𝑇) = 𝑒
𝐸𝐴
𝑅
∙(

1
𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑓

−
1
𝑇
)
 

(3) 

  

 540 

For a constant temperature, the relation between total shelf-life, S(T), and shelf-life at the reference 541 
temperature, SRef, is given by Eq. (4): 542 

𝑆(𝑇) =
𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑓

𝐿(𝑇)
 (4) 

 543 

After defining a reference temperature, SRef can be evaluated in laboratory experiments. Instead of deriving the 544 
missing EA constant from a model for the complex chemical reactions, it can be estimated by curve fitting to 545 
experimental shelf-life data for different temperatures. Table 1 shows the experimental data on the remaining 546 
green-life for bananas after arrival in Germany. The following parameters were fitted to the Arrhenius function: 547 
TRef = 13°C; SRef = 33.5 days; EA = 95,500 J/mol.   548 

 549 

Table 1: Green-life of bananas as a function of storage temperature, following trans-ocean transportation at 14.4°C 550 
according to laboratory tests (Jedermann et al., 2014b). For green-life since the point of harvest, 14 days of transport 551 
duration have to be added. Available data were insufficient for calculation of the standard deviation for temperatures 552 
≥25°C  553 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Green-life 
(days) 

12 37.5±5.47  

15 28.0±5.05  
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18 15.5±3.90  

20 11.0±1.44  

25 7.6      

30 4.0       

 554 

The loss per day, L(T), denotes how much the quality loss is accelerated by increased temperature (Fig. 4) E.g. 555 
for bananas, 2 days of green-life are lost per day of storage at 18°C.  556 

 557 

Fig. 4: Accelerated green-life loss of bananas as function of temperature.  558 

 559 

This model can easily be extended to dynamic temperatures. The L(T) has to be calculated for short time 560 
intervals and subtracted from the initial shelf- or green-life: 561 

𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑓 −∫ 𝐿(𝑇(𝜏))𝜕𝜏
𝑡

0

 (5) 

 562 

This model has been applied to numerous food products. Several data loggers rely on such simple models, to 563 
provide a shelf-life prediction as an add-on (section 5). Tijskens et al. (1996) listed parameters for 60 species of 564 
fruits and vegetables, but their parameters need to be updated, according to new types and varieties.  565 

4.4 Advanced models 566 

The prediction accuracy of such simple models should be verified by cross-validation with additional test series 567 
e.g. with temperature peaks at various points in time. If the deviations from the model prediction are larger 568 
than what can be expected by biological variance, a more complex model should be considered.  569 

If the quality mainly depends on the growth of a specific spoilage organism, standard growth models are often 570 
used to predict shelf-life, especially, for meat and fish products. The logistic model describes bacterial growth 571 
by a lag phase, followed by exponential growth and saturation. The lag phase is required by the bacteria to 572 
mature and adapt to the nutrients in their environment before growth occurs. Four parameters have to be 573 
adjusted to fit the logistic model to experimental data for the specific product. Alternate standard models 574 
include the Gompertz equation and Michaelis–Menten kinetics. 575 

If product quality depends mainly on a small set of chemical or enzyme reactions, e.g., the degeneration of 576 
vitamin C, chlorophyll or a colour pigment, kinetic modelling can be applied to predict shelf-life. Each reaction 577 
has to be translated to a differential equation with certain EA.  578 

Example models can be found in the supplement to Gwanpua et al. (2015), including a kinetic model for apples 579 
and a logistic model for cooked ham. The food refrigeration innovations for safety, consumers’ benefit, 580 
environmental impact and energy optimisation along the cold chain in Europe (FRISBEE) tool provides an online 581 
model for six example food products. This tool also allows calculating the energy use and global warming 582 
impact of refrigeration technologies. A further overview of existing models and simulation tools can be found 583 
in Ndraha et al. (2018) and Gwanpua et al. (2015).  584 

5 Identify, quantify and mitigate temperature abuse 585 
The first step to reducing losses along the cool chain is to analyse the location, magnitude and the frequency of 586 
temperature deviations. Critical steps and logistic service providers have to be identified, and gaps in the cool 587 
chain must be closed. The effect of remaining temperature variations can be evaluated by shelf-life models.  588 
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5.1 Temperature monitoring hardware 589 

The analysis of temperature variation in the cool chain typically requires packing the product together with 590 
sensors for multiple locations in the cargo hold and repeating the tests several times. A large variety of 591 
temperature recorders and transmitters are available on the market. The selected device should be suitable for 592 
the initial analysis of the chain processes, as well as for temperature monitoring in daily business. The available 593 
devices can be categorised by their type of communication interface. In the following bullet points, one 594 
exemplary device per category is described. A more concise overview of the available hardware can be found in 595 
Jedermann et al. (2017b). 596 

 Data loggers that operate entirely offline, generally provide the smallest and cheapest solutions. The 597 
readout is only possible by manual handling (e.g., by electrically connecting the device to a handheld 598 
reader). The Maxim iButton® data loggers (Maxim Integrated, USA) can store 4000 temperature values 599 
with a resolution of 0.0625°C.  600 

 Semi-passive loggers use radio frequency identification (RFID)-based data transmission. Only a small 601 
battery is necessary for the measurement system, but not for communication. The Easy2log© RT0005 602 
ultra-high frequency logger tag (CAEN RFID, Italy) is compatible with 868 and 915 MHz RFID standard 603 
protocols. It stores 4000 temperature measurements, and the reading range is up to 10 m. The 604 
software of the tag is also able to calculate a shelf-life prediction.   605 

 Wireless temperature loggers with active communication use either standard protocols, such as 606 
Bluetooth or ZigBee, in the 2.4 GHz band, or proprietary protocols at 868 or 915 MHz. The 607 
communication range of these devices is typically between 10 and 100 m, which is sufficient for 608 
integration into an automated system for data readout and upload, e.g. by installing a network of 609 
communication gateways at loading platforms in the warehouse, or in trucks. The Verigo™ Pod (USA) 610 
records 40,000 temperature measurements, and all data can be obtained instantaneously through 611 
wireless communication with any smartphone, which then uploads the data to a cloud server. The 612 
advanced version, Verigo™ Pod Quality, provides an integrated shelf-life model with 20 pre-defined 613 
parameter sets. Threshold over-stepping is indicated by a light-emitting diode. 614 

 Global system for mobile communications (GSM) loggers provide worldwide communication via 615 
cellular networks. The MOST® device (MOST Mobile and Sensory Technologies, Sweden) collects data 616 
during sea transportation that is then uploaded on arrival at a harbour when a GSM network is in 617 
range.  618 

For the wireless devices, radio communication is hindered by the metal walls of containers and the water 619 
content of food products. Reading data through several pallets stowed to a container is hardly possible, 620 
especially if the radio operates in the 2.4 GHz range. During tests with bananas, the radio signal was attenuated 621 
by -60 dB/m (Jedermann et al., 2014c). Frequencies in the sub-GHz range have an attenuation of <10 dB/m and 622 
should, therefore, be preferred.  623 

Jevinger et al. (2014) emphasised that if the temperature sensor is to be used for shelf-life prediction, it must 624 
provide sufficient accuracy. A deviation of the sensor readings by 0.5°C resulted in an offset of 0.7 days or 8% 625 
of the total shelf-life of cod stored at 4°C. 626 

5.2 Action 1: Improve the cool chain and handling 627 

The first and most important action to reduce food losses is to close gaps in the cool chain. Several causes can 628 
lead to cool chain ruptures (section 2.4), such as leaving a pallet on the loading platform without cooling for 629 
several hours. Such problems should be identified by repeated data logger monitoring in daily operation and 630 
mitigated by the better instruction of staff and definition of tolerance levels for transport, trans-shipment and 631 
cooling processes.  632 
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The result of a data logger study might also indicate that processes have to be modified, for instance, excluding 633 
old reefer containers with insufficient cooling or ensuring that pre-cooling has already occurred at the farm. 634 
The importance of pre-cooling was highlighted by Pelletier et al. (2011), who confirmed the rule-of-thumb that 635 
1-hour delay in pre-cooling costs 1 day of shelf-life. Strawberries that were directly pre-cooled after harvest to 636 
1.7°C had significantly better quality on arrival at the retail outlet than pallets for which pre-cooling was 637 
delayed for 4 hours, or pallets that were directly cooled, but only to 10°C.  638 

Lowering the set-point might seem an obvious solution to compensate for a poor ventilation condition or solve 639 
other cooling issues, but it is only feasible on rare occasions. Fruits with origin in warm climate zones are often 640 
sensitive to so called chilling injuries, e.g. the storage temperature for bananas should not fall below 13°C; 8 641 
hours at 10°C causes permanent damage to green bananas (Jedermann et al., 2014b). During our tests, we 642 
demonstrated that the set-point for ocean transportation of bananas could be lowered from 13.9 to 13.0°C, if 643 
up-to-date equipment, with exact control of the reefer supply air, is used. Otherwise, vertical temperature 644 
differences cause chilling injuries in the bottom layer of boxes, even if the temperature in the centre of the 645 
pallet is in range.  646 

Most vegetables and fresh meat are transported at slightly above 0°C. Even partial freezing damages 647 
vegetables or the meat can no longer be sold as “fresh meat”. 648 

5.3 Improving cooling performance 649 

The manner in which the products are packed and pallets are stowed to the container has a large impact on the 650 
performance of cooling. We found that the actual heat removed from pallets with banana boxes amounts to 651 
only 6% of the theoretical cooling capacity of the reefer unit (Jedermann et al., 2014b), indicating a small share 652 
of the cooling air provided by the unit, arrives at the centre of the boxes containing fruits. In consequence, the 653 
return air temperature quickly falls below the fruit temperature. Without a significant difference between 654 
supply air set-point and return air temperature the unit cannot operate at its full capacity. By combining four 655 
independent modifications, we were able to increase the heat removal to 10% of the theoretical cooling 656 
capacity. A more even distribution of the width of the gaps between the pallets was achieved by mounting 657 
spacers at their corners. The stowage scheme of the pallets was modified so that four pallets each, were 658 
arranged around a chimney of 20 × 20 cm, to improve the airflow. The top of the chimney was closed by a foam 659 
block. Additional vent holes at the edges of the boxes increased the airflow through the packing. The bananas 660 
were packed into two separate foil bags per box, instead of one, to form an additional gap in-between and 661 
increase the airflow through the boxes.  662 

The first study of Defraeye et al. (2015) on the feasibility of ambient cooling of citrus fruit confirmed that the 663 
limiting factor was not the available capacity of the unit, but the actual heat removed from the boxes, which 664 
was much lower than expected, due to airflow hindrance by the packing. Only after improving the packing and 665 
modifying the stowage layout to channel more airflow through the pallets ambient cooling became feasible 666 
and the actual heat removed came close to the unit’s capacity (Defraeye et al., 2016).  667 

Fresh fruits and vegetables are often packed in plastic films or liners to prevent moisture loss, for which the 668 
liners are optimised. This positive effect has to be balanced against the reduced airflow and cooling, e.g. by 669 
inserting some holes in the liners (Ambaw et al., 2017).  670 

A simulation study on deviating airflow and cooling conditions (Jedermann et al., 2017a) in banana containers, 671 
indicated a 20% reduction in the air supply speed had the highest impact on the average temperature of the 672 
boxes, followed by a container with a missing foam block, for preventing short-circuit air circulation at the door 673 
end. This latter packing mistake also caused large local peaks. Further large local peaks were associated with 674 
the misalignment of the vent holes of neighbouring boxes, thereby blocking airflow in one horizontal layer.  675 
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5.4 Relate observed temperature variation to shelf-life 676 

Shelf-life modelling allows predicting the significance of temperature variations on the product quality. The 677 
extra days of shelf-life gained by improving the processes and equipment have to be balanced against the 678 
necessary investment costs.  679 

Reducing the shelf-life variance is as important as increasing its average value. The time span for the use-by 680 
date and related safety margins must be adjusted, according to the predicted shelf-life for worst-case 681 
temperatures. A high variance and lack of knowledge of the actual shelf-life of a products batch makes it 682 
necessary to increase safety margins.  683 

A cool chain simulation (Fig. 5) was performed on the recorded temperatures of pallets with bananas during 684 
ocean transportation, given in Fig. 3, and the simulation was continued for handling after the container arrived 685 
in Europe, for constant storage temperatures. The worst-case comprises the warmest pallet in the container 686 
combined with subsequent storage at 15°C while the best case is the coldest pallet and storage at 13°C. The 687 
reference pallet represents a temperature close to the average of the container, subsequently stored at 14°C. 688 
The predicted remaining green-life for each scenario is given as a function of time.  689 

 690 

Fig. 5: Simulation of green-life loss along the cool-chain. Temperature recordings from 3 different pallets of a real 691 
transport were combined with a simulated subsequent storage at 13°C, 14°C and 15°C, respectively. If an average pallet 692 
should have 10 days of remaining green-life as safety margin, ripening has to start until 27.1 days after harvest or 14.3 693 
days after arrival of the ship.  694 

 695 

The artificial ripening process must begin before the bananas are expected to undergo uncontrolled ripening. 696 
The biological variance of green-life makes it necessary to assign a certain safety margin between the start of 697 
ripening and the predicted end of green-life. E.g. for a safety margin of 10 days, further processing of the 698 
bananas has to start until day 27 after harvest, leaving 2 weeks for handling within Europe.  699 

At this moment, the worst-case pallet has a remaining green-life of fewer than 2 days. Due to the biological 700 
variance of typically 5 days, it might fall below the zero line, turn yellow, and thereby leave the pallet 701 
unsuitable for commercial processing. The best pallet is predicted to keep green until day 42.3, permitting 702 
almost double the time for handling. A simulated pre-cooling to 14°C within 12 hours would yield 5 days of 703 
extra green-life.  704 

Similar cool chain simulations can be found in the literature:  705 

 Jevinger et al. (2014) monitored the temperature of eight test packages with cod along the cool chain 706 
from production to household. They observed variations between the packages of 1°C. The resulting 707 
shelf-life difference of 1.4 days is equivalent to 16% of the products total shelf-life of 8.6 days at the 708 
recommended 4°C.  709 

 A later study by the same authors (Göransson et al., 2018) found shelf-life variances of -0.2 to +0.3 days 710 
relative to the fixed use-by date. The negative value means that the printed use-by date has been 711 
violated. The shelf-life variation amounts to a maximum of 12% of the time span, for a distribution of 712 
2.5 days.  713 

 Wu et al. (2018) combined a computational fluid dynamics simulation for airflow inside a box 714 
containing citrus fruits with a shelf-life model to predict temperature and quality changes over time. 715 
Results revealed that even inside one box, the shelf-life varied by 4% after container transportation for 716 
40 days. Several cool chain scenarios, such as pre-cooling versus ambient loading led to variances of 717 
5%, for a first-order shelf-life model, like the Arrhenius model described above.  718 
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 The online version of the FRISBEE tool allows combining shelf-life models with recorded cool chain 719 
scenarios. However, the actual temperature variation might be higher than in the pre-defined optimal 720 
situations.  721 

6 Remote monitoring and FEFO application 722 

While a general study on the performance of a certain cool chain can be done by fully offline data loggers, a 723 
further adaption of cool chain processes to the actual quality state of the product is only possible if, at least at 724 
some control points, the sensor and temperature information is visible. Typical control points are trans-725 
shipment processes, in which gateways are installed for automated readout of sensor data at loading 726 
platforms, or by manually reading temperature data using a handheld reader. Full real-time visibility to access 727 
sensor data, even if the product is currently “on the road”, is relatively more expensive but enables faster 728 
reaction to any problem and provides more time for adjusting warehouse management and delivery planning.  729 

6.1 The “intelligent container”  730 

Our research project called the “intelligent container”, which started more than 10 years ago, aims to provide 731 
real-time access to core temperature and quality data from pallets with bananas stowed in an ocean container. 732 
The first pilot tests were conducted in 2009, on a prototype container. 733 

The project covered the complete information chain. Sensors were packed inside the pallets. The sensor data 734 
were processed by a so-called freight supervision unit (FSU) mounted beside the container’s cooling unit. GSM 735 
and satellite communication were used for sending notifications about critical events. Finally, data were stored 736 
and displayed by web and database services. 737 

Twenty wireless sensors for temperature and humidity were packed into four test pallets in separate fruit 738 
boxes. The sensor notes formed a mesh network, to forward their data to the FSU by using the Institute of 739 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, at 2.4 GHz. The processing of the sensor data 740 
directly in the container was one of the key concepts of the project. The FSU used shelf-life models to examine 741 
the effect of temperature deviations. Expensive satellite communication could be reduced to notifications 742 
regarding critical events and one status message per day.  743 

The FSU used the satellite communication system of the vessel for external communication during the first field 744 
tests. For later tests, in 2012 and 2013, the FSU was equipped with its own satellite communication module to 745 
access the Iridium network (Iridium Satellite Communications, USA). During road transportation and harbour 746 
operation, the FSU can also be accessed over the GSM network. Further details of the technical system can be 747 
found in Jedermann et al. (Jedermann et al., 2014c).  748 

A list of other public research projects and commercial hardware can be found in Jedermann et al. (2017b). 749 
These examples include the aforementioned FRISBEE project to predict shelf-life and greenhouse gas emission 750 
based on recorded cool chain scenarios (Gwanpua et al., 2015), and the DynahMat project coordinated by Lund 751 
University (Sweden), for dynamic shelf-life labelling (Jevinger 2014). 752 

6.2 Remote container monitoring (RCM) 753 
Besides these research projects and the vast amount of temperature logger types, a new class of real-time 754 
commercial transport monitoring systems has found wide industrial applications.  755 

Remote container monitoring (RCM) units enable remote readout of reefer status information, such as the 756 
supply and return air temperature, set-point, humidity, power connection and engine state. The main focus of 757 
RCM solutions is ensuring the cooling unit works correctly at the prescribed set-point and providing improved 758 
planning of machinery maintenance.  759 

The RCM unit with the highest industrial impact is provided by Orbcomm™ (Orbcomm Inc., USA). Maersk Line 760 
(Maerk, Inc., Denmark) installed their telematics unit in all their 280,000 containers and made the service 761 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Electrical_and_Electronics_Engineers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Electrical_and_Electronics_Engineers
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available to customers since 2017 (Zarkani et al., 2016). The unit uses the GSM standard for communication. 762 
The existing ashore network infrastructure can be used, and no specific gateways are required. For offshore 763 
communication, Maersk Line installed GSM gateways on more than 400 of their vessels, enabling global 764 
uninterrupted real-time access. For transportation on third-party vessels and tracking of high-value goods, 765 
Orbcomm™ offers a dual mode telematics unit with additional satellite communication.  766 

6.3 Link to wireless temperature loggers 767 

The idea of connecting temperature loggers inside the loaded goods with RCM systems is straightforward. 768 
Nevertheless, it has rarely been applied in commercial solutions. Orbcomm™ only offers a wireless interface for 769 
sensors mounted under the ceiling of the cargo hold while sensors to measure the product’s core temperature 770 
are not provided, though acknowledge the need for such systems in the future (Orbcomm, 2016).  771 

The incompatibility between wireless temperature loggers and RCM systems is primarily attributable to their 772 
distinct customer groups. The manufacturers of RCM solutions focus on the expectations of reefer container 773 
providers and carriers as their customers, whose main interest is to prove their units are operating correctly, 774 
without interruption, and supply cooling air at the requested set-point. The actual content of the container is 775 
not of their interest.  776 

The owner of the perishable product is mainly interested in monitoring the product’s core temperature and 777 
purchases a separate sensor system from an independent company. As a result, wireless temperature loggers 778 
and RCM systems have developed independently, without growing together into common communication 779 
interfaces and standards. Hardware manufacturers are more interested in selling their own database and cloud 780 
solutions instead of supporting open standards and letting others do the lucrative data management business.  781 

Creating a common business case among the multiple participants in a cool chain is one of the key challenges 782 
to fostering remote product temperature monitoring. From interviewing cool chain agents, Jevinger et al. 783 
(2014) stress the ‘importance of sharing costs among the involved actors’. For example, the producer has to 784 
install sensors during packing, and the shipping company has to install RCM and pay for communications costs, 785 
without receiving direct revenue from extending the shelf-life in the retail outlet.  786 

6.4 Action 2: Detect actual problems and find remedy 787 
If information on the container status and product temperature are available by remote access, issues can be 788 
detected in real-time. The term “live data” is also used to describe the permanent availability of a 789 
communication link to the container. Most problems can be avoided or mitigated by access to such live data. 790 
Maersk Line state, for instance, that ‘more than 59% of reefer claims stem from malfunctioning reefer units, 791 
poor supplier handling of off-power periods and wrong temperature set points’ (Orbcomm, 2016). 792 

Even if the problem is caused by the freight or its packing and cannot be mitigated during ocean 793 
transportation, the information about actual or expected quality problems is of high commercial value. As an 794 
example, if a quality problem is detected only after opening a container with bananas some days after arrival in 795 
Europe, two more weekly deliveries from the same farm with most likely the same problem have already been 796 
shipped. With access to live data, the farm can be informed to verify their harvest, handling and packing 797 
practices, and to check for fungal infections.  798 

After arrival of the vessel, it can take up to 4 days until a banana container is unloaded and the pallets are 799 
transferred to the warehouse. Live data helps to prioritise, which container should be processed first.  800 

Banana cartons are often branded for a specific retailer. In case that a container dedicated to a particular 801 
customer, is lost due to quality problems, early information is crucial to arranging a suitable replacement. This 802 
scenario is even more relevant for products that unlike bananas, are only shipped in low quantities.  803 

6.5 Action 3: Apply intelligent stock rotation to minimise losses 804 
If a direct remedy of cooling problems is impossible, and the actual loss of shelf-life can be predicted by a 805 
model, the amount of resulting food losses can be reduced, by intelligent stock rotation. The FEFO concept can 806 
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be applied on the precondition that the remaining shelf-life of every product batch can be either directly 807 
evaluated or predicted, based on the temperature history. Low-quality items are assigned to immediate 808 
delivery on the shortest transport routes.  809 

FEFO does not increase the average shelf-life at point-of-delivery but improves the use of existing shelf-life 810 
variation. It avoids delivering items of unacceptable quality below the zero shelf-life threshold to some 811 
customers and items exhibiting an unnecessarily large shelf-life buffer to other customers. Instead, all 812 
customers should obtain about the same amount of remaining shelf-life. In mathematical terms, the FEFO 813 
approach optimises delivery planning, by the variance of expected shelf-life at point-of-delivery as a cost 814 
function, and on the boundary condition that the shelf-life should always be above zero or a defined threshold.  815 

A survey by Jedermann et al. (2014a) demonstrated the ability of FEFO to reduce food losses by 8–14% of the 816 
total transported goods (Fig. 6). Examples included an 8% reduction in losses for cooked ham (Koutsoumani et 817 
al., 2005), 14% for strawberries (Emond et al., 2006), 10% for sea bream (Tsironi et al., 2008) and 13% for fresh 818 
pork chops (Tromp 2012).  819 

Fig. 6. Comparison of share of product losses for different products with a) random delivery due to lack of quality 820 
information and b) shelf-life based stock rotation according to the FEFO approach. Figure adapted from Jedermann et al. 821 
(2014) with permission.  822 

Nunes et al. (2014) found 10 days difference between the shortest and longest supply chain, during a study on 823 
blackberries. This difference can be used to compensate for shelf-life variations. The authors observed 57% of 824 
blackberries had an insufficient shelf-life for the longest supply route. If only berries with a good temperature 825 
history and high remaining shelf-life were assigned to these routes, only 1% of the berries would decay before 826 
arrival. An average percentage of loss reduction could not be calculated because the exact distribution of 827 
delivery times was not provided by the trading company.  828 

These examples show that FEFO can contribute considerably to the reduction of food losses for some products, 829 
particularly, high-perishable products, for which a high share of their total shelf-life is consumed by supply 830 
chain processes, e.g. by trans-ocean container transport or truck transportation over several days. For shorter 831 
chains, such as the delivery of cod in Sweden (Göransson 2018) within a maximum of 2.5 days, the observed 832 
shelf-life variance ranging from -0.2 to +0.3 days was too small to gain benefits by FEFO management. Nunes et 833 
al. (2014) added that FEFO performs best in peak supply periods. In periods with insufficient supply, the gross 834 
retailer has to ship what is at hand. 835 

7 Recent research activities 836 

The remote monitoring of product core temperature has become close to commercialisation. Current research 837 
activities are mostly focused on improvements in communication, additional sensor types to measure direct 838 
quality indicators and integration of such sensors into intelligent packing, accompanied by prototype tests of 839 
wireless sensors for freight monitoring.  840 

7.1 Research prototypes 841 

A couple of new wireless sensor prototypes have been developed in the recent years. Typically, the feasibility 842 
of the suggested solution was only demonstrated on a single transport, as in the following examples: 843 

 Xiao et al. (2016) developed a wireless solution for monitoring the supply chain of frozen fish from 844 
catch, processing, storage and 15 days of truck transportation, until storage and retail. The focus was 845 
on mathematical models to reduce the data volume for transmission over GSM networks by 846 
compressed sensing. Shelf-life was predicted using a Gompertz model. 847 

 Thakur et al. (2015) applied RFID data loggers to demonstrate the remote monitoring of chilled lamb 848 
products.  849 
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 Ruckebusch et al. (2018) tested the communication of wireless sensors through a stack of empty 850 
containers at various frequencies. The effect of water-containing products was not considered in this 851 
study, so it is less relevant to the food chain compared to the above examples.  852 

Large pilot tests demonstrating cool chain management, based on remote product quality and core 853 
temperature measurements, are still scarce. The one known example was conducted on kiwifruits, by Bollen et 854 
al. (2015), with tests repeated over 3 years with 20,000 sensors each.  855 

7.2 Communication  856 

The establishment of a widely accepted standard for communication of wireless temperature loggers is the key 857 
challenge in communication, with the long-range wide-area-network (LoRaWAN™/LoRa Alliance™, USA) 858 
standard as a promising candidate (Silva et al., 2017). LoRaWAN™ is dedicated to the Internet-of-Things 859 
applications. Devices have a unique ID, sensor data are transferred by a network of gateways to a cloud server. 860 
All transmissions are encrypted. The decrypted data can only be queried from the cloud server by sending a 861 
private application key. Separate operators can use the same network of third party or public gateways without 862 
losing their privacy. Public LoRaWAN™ access is supported by several research organisations e.g. in Zürich, 863 
Bern, Amsterdam and Berlin. 864 

LoRaWAN™ operates at sub-GHz frequencies and is less affected by the water content of food products than 865 
other 2.4 GHz wireless devices. During a test in 2017, we showed that LoRaWAN™ could transfer sensor data 866 
through a 5 m bulk of apples.  867 

LoRaWAN™ is not designated for data processing on the gateway, according to its encryption concept, which 868 
makes it difficult to analyse the temperature data directly in the container, as in our project, and to reduce 869 
communication to the detection of critical events. The telematics units from Globe Tracker®, Denmark use only 870 
a rudimentary long-range (LoRa) standard, without encryption keys, to provide feedback control of the reefer 871 
unit parameters through up to 64 LoRa wireless sensors packed inside the cargo.  872 

Another general problem is the connection of the container’s internal network with the outside world. Fort et 873 
al. (2018) illustrated a solution to transmit data from the cargo hold by ultrasonic communication to a wireless 874 
gateway mounted on the outer surface of the container. The prototype was only tested with non-insulated 875 
containers. The effect of the thermal foam isolation on ultrasonic communication remains to be verified in 876 
further tests.  877 

7.3 Alternative sensors 878 

Although temperature is the most influential factor for quality, and sensors are cheap, small and easy to 879 
integrate, it has to be questioned, if and how quality monitoring systems can be enhanced by additional 880 
sensors. Advanced versions of several wireless data loggers already include integrated humidity sensors. 881 
However it has to be taken into consideration that many humidity sensors measure inaccurate in the high 882 
humidity range over 95% and are sensitive to condensation. 883 

Modified atmosphere storage or packing is often used to prolong the shelf-life by reducing O2 and increasing 884 
CO2. The effectiveness of such packing can be more accurately quantified if measurements of the actual gas 885 
concentrations are available. For climacteric fruits, such as bananas, ethylene gas is an indicator and also a 886 
trigger of ripening processes. Mobile ethylene sensors with resolution in the parts-per-billion range, for 887 
example, were developed by Janssen et al. (2014). 888 

Besides the increased cost, there are several problems concerning the integration of gas sensors into food 889 
quality monitoring systems. Gas concentrations are diluted by an often, unknown air exchange rate. Most 890 
sensor elements are affected by ageing. Furthermore, high air humidity of typically more than 90% during 891 
transportation of fresh fruits, causes cross-sensitivities.  892 

Sensor systems to measure gas concentration at the packing or pallet level, are still in a prototype state. Wang 893 
et al. (2017) presented a wireless multi-gas sensor system to monitor the sulphur dioxide (SO2) treatment of 894 
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table grapes. The SO2 is released from a pad inside the packing. Additional sensors measure O2 and CO2 895 
concentrations. Data is transmitted via 433 MHz, to achieve good communication through the fruits.  896 

As a step towards predicting the shelf-life of perishable produce, exemplified using strawberries, Scalia et al. 897 
(2015) developed a smart logistic unit that measures the volatile organic components emitted by 898 
microorganisms, combined with temperature, humidity and CO2 sensors. The unit is based on commercial 899 
sensors and, additionally, equipped with global positioning system location and GSM communication 900 
capabilities.  901 

High resolution anemometers were packed to apple bins by Geyer et al. (2018) to verify and improve the flow 902 
of cooling air in warehouses. Similar devices can also be applied to reefer containers.  903 

7.4 Intelligent packing 904 

A lot of research has focused on intelligent packing during the recent years. A marker on the packing indicates 905 
by colour change a loss of shelf-life or harmful conditions for the product. Time-temperature integrators have 906 
been in use for more than 10 years (Eichen et al., 2008). These devices rely on a chemical reaction with similar 907 
EA as the packed product, leading to decay of a colour pigment with almost the same temperature dependency 908 
as the shelf-life loss.  909 

Other indicators react to N2, ethanol, CO2 or ethylene concentrations. Papireddy et al. (Papireddy Vinayaka et 910 
al., 2017) fabricated a film to indicate fungal infections of bananas. The perishable management through smart 911 
tracking of lifetime and quality by RFID (PASTEUR) project intended to integrate temperature, humidity, CO2 912 
and ethylene measurements into a multi-sensor RFID tag (Hoofman et al., 2013), although the two gas sensors 913 
are still currently under development. New biosensors use an antibody reaction to indicate the presence of a 914 
specific pathogen, by the colour change of the carrier film. Further details and examples of intelligent packing 915 
can be found in an overview by Ghaani et al. (2016). 916 

8 Summary and conclusions 917 

Food losses are present in every step of the cool chain, but their exact amount is hard to quantify. Usually, 918 
losses are attributed to either production, processing, distribution, retail or the customer, according to the 919 
stage, during which, a severe quality loss deemed the product no longer suitable for human consumption. This 920 
common approach entails two problems. First, quality problems caused by inadequate transport and storage 921 
conditions only become visible at advanced stages in the cool chain. Second, the degeneration of food quality is 922 
a gradual process, often encompassing multiple contributors.  923 

Hence, we recommend using the extent of temperature abuse and quality loss caused in each step, as a scale 924 
to identify weak points in the cool chain. Product-specific shelf-life models are the method of choice to 925 
evaluate the effects of temperature abuse, which can be converted to the number of lost days of remaining 926 
shelf-life, for improved comparison.  927 

In this paper, we suggested a set of three subsequent actions to reduce food losses along the cool chain. Even 928 
if not all three actions are suitable for any cool chain, at the least, the first action should be performed. 929 
According to our tests in banana and meat chains, the verification of cool chain processes and identification of 930 
weak points due to insufficient or interrupted cooling already offers a great potential to reduce food losses. 931 
This first action requires only limited sensor hardware, namely, a set of temperature loggers.  932 

Reading recorded product temperature data at some control points, as second action, or even full real-time 933 
access in daily operation is expensive but offers the option to react immediately to cooling issues, e.g. a 934 
wrongly adjusted set-point, prolonged power disconnection, a defective reefer unit or packing mistakes. The 935 
full implementation of live access to the product temperature is currently hindered by the split of the market 936 
into incompatible wireless temperature loggers and remote container monitoring (RCM) systems. 937 
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When access to the products temperature history is provided, at least at some control points, intelligent stock 938 
rotation, according to the FEFO concept, can be implemented as a third action. Literature studies have shown 939 
that FEFO can further reduce food losses by between 8 and 14% of the total volume, although FEFO does not fit 940 
for every product and cool chain.  941 

At the end of our project on tracing the quality of bananas by the “Intelligent container”, our partner did not 942 
implement a remote monitoring system, mainly because we could not provide ready-to-use sensor hardware in 943 
large quantities. Although only the first action was finally achieved, the project was highly beneficial to improve 944 
knowledge about temperature problems and the influence of packing and to increase the awareness of 945 
insufficient ventilation and cooling power of old containers. The positive effect of a new box design was 946 
experimentally verified. A combination with improved pallet–stowage schemes increased the efficiency of heat 947 
extraction per banana box, by 60%. 948 

Maersk Line (Maersk, Inc.) already showed the future direction, by equipping all their containers with remote 949 
monitoring, although the link to the wireless measurement of product core temperature is still missing. 950 
Currently, food operators are often not willing to invest in remote monitoring hardware because electronics is 951 
not their business and it is still too cheap to throw food away. The discarding of food will eventually change, by 952 
the increasing pressure to feed a growing world population with the limited resources of our planet. Increased 953 
demand by food operators for concise remote monitoring of cool chain conditions will force technical island 954 
solution to merge into common standards, for sensor data exchange and forwarding, although this process will 955 
take some years. 956 

Temperature is the key indicator to predict quality losses. The accuracy of shelf-life prediction can be enhanced 957 
by the measurement of direct quality indicators, e.g. by low-cost gas sensors. Research that is summarised 958 
under the term “intelligent packing” indicates a trend in this direction. 959 
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Fig. 1. Typical supply chain for 

food products, using bananas 

as an example. Items in 

parenthesis do not apply to 

bananas. 

Fig. 2. Schematic air flow inside reefer container with palletized bananas. Zones that are still above 18°C at 24 hours 

after start of cooling are colour marked. The temperatures were calculated according to a two-dimensional air flow 

simulation. See Jedermann et al. (2017a) for details. Deviations from the actual measured temperatures were caused 

by the simplified simulation model. Colour legend for temperatures in °C. 
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Fig. 3. Temperature records from a test transport of 
bananas in 2012 for the first 5 days. Reefer container 
with one-year-old Thermo King Magnum Plus® cooling 
unit (Ingersoll Rand., Belgium). Supply/Return air, 
warmest and coldest box centre in one layer 1.5 m 
above the floor, and a sensor located in the box corner 
adjunct to the coldest position. Dotted lines illustrate 
the calculation of initial cooling speed, CT. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Accelerated green-life loss of bananas as function 
of temperature.  

 

 

Fig.5: Simulation of green-life loss along the cool-chain. 
Temperature recordings from 3 different pallets of a real 
transport were combined with a simulated subsequent 
storage at 13°C, 14°C and 15°C, respectively. If an 
average pallet should have 10 days of remaining green-
life as safety margin, ripening has to start until 27.1 days 
after harvest or 14.3 days after arrival of the ship.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of share of product losses for 
different products with a) random delivery due to lack of 
quality information and b) shelf-life based stock rotation 
according to the FEFO approach. Figure adapted from 
Jedermann et al. (2014) with permission.  
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